Abstract. Distributed planning and decision making can be beneficial from the robustness, adaptability and fault tolerance in multi-robot systems. Distributed mechanisms have not been employed in three dimensional transportation systems namely aerial and underwater environments. This paper presents a distributed cooperation mechanism on multi robot transportation problem in three dimensional environments. The cooperation mechanism is based on artificial capital market, a newly introduced market based negotiation protocol. In the proposed mechanism contributing in transportation task is defined as asset. Each robot is considered as an investor who decides if he is going to invest on some assets. The decision is made based on environmental constraint including fuel limitation and distances those are modeled as capital and cost. Simulations show effectiveness of the algorithm in terms of robustness, speed and adaptability.
Introduction
Distributed planning, control and decision making in multi-robot systems have attracted much attention in recent years. One of the motivations in this field is limitations of single robot systems in performing some complicated tasks. Another motivation is more efficient performance of distributed multi-robot systems in comparison with systems with centralized control. Reusability Iñigo-Blasco 2012), scalability (Cunningham and Wurm 2012) , reliability and fault tolerance (Parker 2012 , Pereverzeva et al. 2012 are among advantages of distributed multi-robot systems that have encouraged researchers to design new systems and develop new ideas in this area. Despite above advantages, some new challenges are encountered in multi-robot systems.
Cooperation and cooperation of robots (Lau et al. 2011) , communication among robots (Hoog et al. 2011) and task allocation (Gerkey 2003 , Lee et al. 2010 are among these challenges. In addition, structure of robots in a multi-robot system is different from that of single robot systems.
One of the interesting frameworks in multi-robot systems is transportation problem where transportation problem is studied and cooperative planning algorithm based on artificial capital market is proposed.
In the next section the problem is defined and corresponding assumptions are devised. In section 3 the proposed distributed cooperation algorithm is proposed. In the froth section simulation results are illustrated and the last section includes conclusions.
Problem description
Assume that R robots are located in different positions of a three-dimensional environment as it is shown in Fig. 1 . We denote the position of i th robot by P i = (X i ,Y i ,Z i ). It is desired that the robots transport an object from its initial position
The object can be carried by a single robot or by a team of robots. The robots initially have limited fuel and F i stands for amount of initial fuel of i th robot. Fuel consumption rate of robots, while carrying no object, is E f unit per meter. If a single robot carries the object it will consume E c unit of fuel per meter and if n robots cooperate in carrying a single object, rate of fuel consumption will be decreased to E c /n unit per meter for each robot. There is a fuel station located at
Each robot knows its own position and the positions of the object, the fuel station and the goal. It does not know the positions of the other robots.
The main question is: "Which robots should contribute in carrying the object toward the goal?". Answering this question is not straightforward. The complexities are originated from the following facts:
1. It is obvious that only the robots those have enough fuel can contribute in carrying the object. Nevertheless decision of a robot in contributing or not contributing in task will affect fuel consumption rate of other participant robots as it was explained above. Then it is not easy to find out which robots have enough fuel for doing the task. 2. Decision making in the society is made in a distributed manner i.e. each robot make its own decision. However, the robots are considered as self-interested agents and their decisions are not necessarily beneficial for the society. Here we need a mechanism to force self-interested robots to make decisions those are good for the society. 3. A criterion is needed to evaluate "beneficial decisions for the society". In this paper we define total fuel consumption of the society as the decision criterion. However, in a distributed decision making mechanisms (like our system), there is no central planning unit with full information of whole system. Then global optimization methods are not applicable. 4. The robots need to communicate in order to make a collective decision. Amount of transmitted data will affect decision speed. Therefore, the decision making protocol should not require high data transmission.
In this paper we answer abovementioned main question with the aim of reducing total fuel consumption in the presence of the fuel constraints and with no central decision making unit. We introduce a distributed mechanism that is able to address the issue. We will propose a negotiation mechanism in the form of an artificial capital market by which the agents can come to agreement about the combination of the robots contributing in transportation of the object. The mechanism is designed such that the final solution is as beneficial as possible for whole society. In the proposed mechanism amount of transmitted data among the robots is reduced as well. 
Distributed decision making mechanism

Artificial capital market
We model our transportation problem as a simple artificial capital market. Artificial capital market, introduced by Simzan et al. (2011) is a new paradigm in market based distribution artificial intelligence. Components of the artificial capital market are defined as the following: Investors: The robots are considered as investors in artificial market. Assets: Covered distances by the robots − carrying or not carrying the object − is considered as assets. Cost of assets: Fuel consumption in a distance is considered as price to be paid for an asset. If a robot covers a distance it has to pay the corresponding cost. The costs are function of three factors: covered distance, carrying or not carrying the object and the number of robots contributing in task. Asset Bundles: "Participation in transportation" is assumed as an asset bundle. A participant tobot should cover three distances: achieving from initial location to the object, carrying the object to goal and returning from the goal to fuel station. Hence, each bundle is composed of tree probable assets: Achieving the object, Carrying it to the goal and Returning to the fuel station. If we show the cost of these assets as C A , C C and C R , then the cost of bundle will be C= C A +C C +C R . Initial capital: Initial fuel of i th robot is considered as its initial capital and is shown by F i . Outcomes: After carrying out the transportation task, the contributing robots would be allowed to fuel. A limited amount of fuel S is available at the station that would be shared among n participant robots. Then outcome of each agent would be S/n . Payoffs: Payoff of agent i is defined as difference between its outcome and its costs:
where P i and C i stand for payoff and costs of robot i.
Negotiation mechanism
In the transportation problem, described in section 2, it should be decided which robots are contributing in transportation task. The decisions are made in a distributed manner and there is not a central processing in the society. Each robot individually decides if it is interested in contributing in transportation or not. This issue can be interpreted that in artificial capital market each investor individually decides if it is interested to investment on asset bundle or not.
Decision making of each robot is done based upon some information. The robot can obtain local information including its distances from the object, the goal and the fuel station. Obviously the agent cannot make efficient decision with only local information and it needs to obtain some information about other robots in the environment. From the viewpoint of distributed decision making it is desired that amount of information transmitted among the robots be as small as possible. In our proposed mechanism, the only information that each robot gets from the other robots is their "decisions". On the other words each robot only knows which robots are interested on contributing is task. Before we devise our negotiation mechanism, we explain how the agents share this information. We encode decisions of the society by a binary string . ... . For example in a five robot system D = 10010 means that agents 1 and 4 have decided to participate in the manipulation task. This decision string is common knowledge for robots. In summary each investor agent (robot) has local and common knowledge about the environment (see Fig. 2 ). Local knowledge of agent includes its fuel constraint and its position. Common knowledge includes abovementioned decision string as well as positions of the object, fuel station and goal. Based on this knowledge base, decision making process of an agent is very simple. Investor agent i takes following steps to make decisions (see Fig. 3 ):
1. Calculates the cost of asset bundle if it invests (contributes in transportation task). The cost is equivalent to fuel consumption and is given as C i = C A,I + C C,i + C R,i which is the aggregation of Achieving, Carrying and Returning costs as it was explained earlier. In order to find these costs the agent i needs to have its own position P i , position of object P O , position of goal P G , fuel consumption rates E f and E c and the number of robots contributing in transportation (denoted by n). All of these values are available in knowledge base of the object. This decision making process is illustrated in Fig. 3 . It should be noted that the decisions of agents are made in a distributed manner; that is each agent individually executes algorithm of Fig.  3 in a loop. There is no specific order or priority among the agents. An agent, at each iteration of its loop, reads and employs current decision string D to make decision. The market is initiated with a random decision string D 0 and the computations are continued until decision sting converges to a fixed string.
Obtains its payoff (
i C n S  )if it participates in task.
Simulations and discussions
We considered a 222m 3 area with 10 robots as test environments. Initial locations of robots are shown in Table 1 . The rate of fuel consumptions with and without carrying the object is assumed E f = 0.07 and E c = 0.7 respectively.
Simulations with static object
In the first stage of simulations it is assumed that the object is stationary and the robots have the same amount of initial fuel. (F i = 5 I =1,...,10). Available fuel at fuel station is set to S = 4. To verify performance of the algorithm, it should be tested in different conditions. We applied the proposed algorithm for two problem cases with different locations for object, goal and fuel station shown in Table 2 Tables 3 and 4 it is obvious that the final solution is not sensitive to initial string which shows the robustness of algorithm to the initial guess.
Number of changes in decision string to reach from D 0 to D f are also provided is Tables 3 and  4 . Among six runs shown in Tables 3 and 4 , the maximum changes in decision string are 10 which corresponds to Run 1 in Table 4 . For other runs changes of decision string are less than 10. This implies on fast convergence of the decision making process.
We can compare fuel consumption of society corresponding to obtained solutions with the optimal solution. To do this, in each case we found the optimal decision using a brute force search, i.e. calculating the fuel consumption in all possible decisions: Table 2 Positions of goal, object and fuel station (in meters) in two problem cases studied in simulations
(1.7,0.5,0.8) (0.8,1.4,1.6) (1.2,1.5,0.5)
• In problem case 1, optimal decision is obtained as D opt = 0010000011 and corresponding optimal fuel consumption of society is 1.24248. In this case the proposed algorithm has converged to D f = 0010000101 with fuel consumption of 12.5079. It can be seen that the value is very close to optimal solution.
• In problem case 2, optimal decision is obtained as D opt = 010010011 and corresponding optimal fuel consumption of society is 1.65858. This is exactly equal to the solution found by the proposed algorithm. In order to verify reliability of the algorithm, we performed an statistical analysis by running the algorithm for 1000 problem cases with random selection of goal, object and fuel station positions and fixed values for initial positions of robots (given in Table 1 ) and fuels (F i = 5 and S = 4). In each case the results are compared with optimal solutions (obtained by brute force search).
Number of problem cases converged to the optimal value, average deviation from optimal value and average number of changes in decision string are illustrated in Table 5 . One can see that in 58.2 percent of cases optimal value is achieved by the proposed procedure and deviation from Table 3 Results of the proposed decision making process for problem case 1 in three different runs Table 5 Results of statistical analysis of proposed decision making process by running 1000 times with different goal, object and fuel station positions
Number of optimal solutions achieved Average deviation from optimal value
Average number of changes in decision string 582 % 1.91 7.2 optimal value in other cases is less than 2 percents. Moreover average change in decision string during decision making process is 7.2. From above analysis it can be concluded that the proposed algorithm converges to near optimal decisions (sometimes optimal decisions) which is acceptable for a distributed algorithm wherein the agents do not have access to full information of the environment. It can also be concluded that the decision process is very fast and the solution is found in less than 10 changes in decision string.
Real time implementation of decision making process
To evaluate real time speed and performance of the decision making process, we set up a real time test where ten PIC18F6520 microcontroller systems are considered as ten agents. The agents were physically located in a 2×2×2m room. Their locations are selected according to values of Table 1 . Other parameters of the system are considered as abovementioned problem case 1. For each agent, its position, its initial fuel, available fuel at fuel station and positions of goal, object and fuel station are loaded in agent's memory as its database. Decision string is saved in a ground server and each agent can communicate with the ground server via a Bluetooth Class II device that has a range of over 100 m. The devices operate in the 2.4 GHz frequency range and include band hopping and error correction. They also have automatic retransmission at a maximum rate of 115.2 kbps. Agents use this communication channel to read decision string from the ground server and change it if required. Each agent executes independently algorithm of Fig. 2 . With different initial values of decision string the real time system generated final decision as D f = 0010001001 which is the same as simulations results given in Table 3 . The average decision making time with this system is about 8ms which is appropriate for real time applications.
Simulations with moving object
To investigate how the proposed mechanism would act in transportation of a moving object, we apply the algorithm for an environment with a moving object. It is assumed that the object moves according to the following equation: 
We run two simulations where in the first one the initial position of the object is P G = (0.2,0.7,1.2) and in the second one initial position of the object initial position of the object is P G = (1.7,0.5,0.8). These initial positions are selected equal to object positions of two problem cases of Table 2 . The object moves according to (2) and stops when it is caught by one of the robots. The robots run the proposed negotiation algorithm every T = 3 time steps. Then the winning robots move toward the object for 3 time steps until the next decision is made. Parameter T can be different according to dynamics of the object. More fast objects would require smaller valued for T.
For problem cases 1 and 2, the progress of the algorithm and corresponding motions of the robots and the object are depicted in Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig. 6 , robots R3, R7, R10 start moving toward the object in earlier steps of simulation. However after some time steps (by moving the object away from R10 and close to R1, R8), R10 gives up chasing the object and R1, R8 start moving toward object. In Fig. 7 robots R2, R6, R9, R10 start moving toward the object and R3 joins them afterwards. These two examples show that the decision made by the proposed algorithm can be adapted according to changes of the environment. Fig. 6 The robots, starting from locations of problem case 1, chase a moving object using the proposed algorithm. X, Y and Z axis are in mm Fig. 7 The robots, starting from locations of problem case 2, chase a moving object using the proposed algorithm. X, Y and Z axis are in mm
Conclusions
A capital market based cooperative planning and decision making algorithm was introduced for multi-robot transportation task in three-dimensional environments. In our transportation problem, some robots with limited fuel negotiate to come to an agreement about carrying an object to its goal. The robots who contribute in the transportation task are rewarded by predefined value of fuel. The problem was modeled as an artificial capital market wherein the robots were modeled as investors with limited capital. A negotiation protocol was proposed to support the society to come to agreement. In the negotiation algorithm only small piece of information is exchanged among the robots. Simulations were performed with static and dynamic objects. Statistical simulations were also performed. A real time implementation was provided to test speed of the decision making process. From the simulations and implementations it can be concluded that the:
1. The mechanism is robust to initial decision of the robots. 2. The solutions are close to optimal solution in terms of fuel consumption of the society. 3. The convergence of the algorithm is fast. Decision is made in less than 10 steps in simulations and less than 8ms in real time for a 10 robot system. 4. The algorithm can be easily extended to dynamic environments and shows good adaptability to environment changes.
